Exhale Spa

MTS

MTS &ndash; Medical Rolling Treatments Exclusively at Exhale Spa on the Kapiti Coast
There are two basic principles underlying this treatment (MTS);
1 - All treatments have a common goal: injure the skin just enough to begin natural healing processes. Ablative
treatments like chemical peel, dermabrasion and laser skin resurfacing accomplish this task by removing the entire top
layer of skin. Microdermabrasion is also ablative, but it is superficial and cannot treat for deeper imperfections. New
technologies like CO2 lasers, Fraxel, Thermage and IPL are non-ablative (they do not remove the top layer) and have
demonstrated effectiveness, but the equipment is very expensive thus treatments are very costly to the patient. The MTS
Roller is unique because it produces similar results without expensive equipment and without removing skin layers;
treatments are comparatively inexpensive and pose minimal risks.MTS stimulates the skin to produce collagen without
removing the top layer of skin. MTS does not inject serums or solutions; it only permits deeper infusion of topical
applications (e.g., anti-aging serums) thereby increasing effectiveness.
2 &ndash; MTS allows up to 80% more product into the skin compared to just 7-10% with normal topical application;
providing essential cell nutrients to naturally stimulate your own collagen.

The results you should expect from MTS include:
·

Softening of fine lines

·

Reduced Scarring

·

Help tighten the skin

·

Restore elasticity and collagen ·

·

Help reduce pigmentation marks

Thicken the skin

Less Invasive, Less Expensive, More Effective

MTS is the best form of Collagen Induction Therapy worldwide.
It is the leading edge of skin therapy and only available in this region at Exhale Spa. Each treatment is $155 but, as with
most skin therapies, a course of treatments is required to deliver results. We recommend 6 treatments, one every 28
days.

Clinical Features of MTS Roller&trade;
MTS Roller lasts longer than other rollers &ndash; our patented design and superior materials gives MTS Roller twice the
lifespan of most other roller
MTS Roller is the highest quality roller on the market today &ndash; only MTS Roller is made from surgical quality Lexan
(compare with other rollers made from ABS plastic or resin), and the highest quality surgical steel available in the world.
MTS Roller is a safer product than other rollers &ndash; manufactured under strict ISO9001 standards in their own hightech clean room facility.
MTS Roller is versatile treatment alternative &ndash; applied to a wide range of skin conditions including depressed acne
scarring, surgical scars, sun-damaged skin, uneven skin texture, uneven skin coloration (pigmentation), wrinkles and
&ldquo;smile&rdquo; lines, stretch marks, and cellulite.
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(Please note that in consultation with you we will determine the best MTS Roller&trade; for your needs, these are $210
each and may be used for 2 courses of treatments).
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